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Claire Dederer wasn’t looking for enlightenment when she decided to try yoga; she just wanted to 
heal her aching back. As a time-crunched new mom, she didn’t even want a live instructor, opting 
for videotapes that made her back ache even more. Eventually, she found a class led by a man with a 
Vincent Price voice and a gentle, encouraging demeanor. That was more than a decade ago, and the 
transformation she has experienced as a yoga student continues to affect all aspects of her life. By 
turns wry and wise, Poser captures Claire’s unique journey to self-acceptance. 

As she progresses through increasingly challenging poses, she taps a well of emotions, ranging from 
fear to exhilaration. She struggles to be patient in the face of constantly awkward turns, gradually 
dissolving the perfectionism that marks so many women in her Seattle community. A child of the 
1960s and ’70s, she had watched her free-spirited mother navigate an unconventional marriage. 
Raising children of her own, Claire is determined to provide more stability, even as she and her hus-
band eke out an unstable income as writers. But on the yoga mat, the reality of “stability” takes on 
new meaning, helping her gradually come to terms with uncertainty and simply savor the experience 
of life.

“The longer I do yoga, the worse I get at it. I can’t tell you what a relief it is,” Claire writes. A book 
that brims with truth—from the tragicomic to the transcendent—Poser is one that you will want to 
share. The questions and discussion topics that follow are designed to enrich your reading group’s 
experience of this illuminating memoir. 
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QUeSTIONS AND TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1.  Claire’s first challenge is to find the right instructor. What qualities would your yoga instructor 
need to possess? How do Claire’s expectations compare to those of other students she meets along 
the way?

2.  What is at the heart of the perfectionism Claire sees in her circle of Seattle friends? At what point 
does wanting “the best” for a child become excessive and unhealthy? 

3.  What did Claire’s parents teach her about being a parent and a spouse? How was she both liberated 
and hindered by their unconventional marriage? 

4.  How do Claire and Bruce shape each other over the course of the book? As they cope with his 
depression and celebrate triumphs in his career, how does her role in his life evolve?

5.  The chapter titles reflect the fluctuations as much as the progression of Claire’s life. Which of these 
poses—ranging from Camel to Downward Dog—could capture turning points in your life as well?

6.  Discuss the book’s title as it is reflected in the book’s studio scenes. What does Claire discover 
about her true self as she struggles, concentrates, and adapts in class? What “impersonations” 
does she shed?

7.  How does Claire and Bruce’s concept of money change throughout the book? How is their mar-
riage affected by the fact that they are in the same profession? As writers, do they have a different 
outlook on livelihood and providing for each other?

8.  Claire writes vividly of her childhood with her brother. What are the greatest differences and simi-
larities between them? What memories will Lucy and Willie have of their childhood? 

9.  What does Poser tell us about the cultural changes that have influenced women’s lives in America 
since the early 1970s? How do Claire’s needs and expectations compare to her mother’s? How 
does the enormous popularity of yoga reflect these cultural changes?

10.  Chapter 10, “Scale,” concludes with Claire’s observation that “the yoga taught in the sutras was 
different from the yoga that was taught in The Pradipika, which was different from the yoga 
that I was taught in the studio. But I was a magpie, a bricoleur, a pragmatist: I would take what 
I needed, and logic be hanged.” What surprised you the most as you read about the sometimes 
contradictory history of yoga? Which approach to yoga seems the most appealing to you?

11.  In chapter 28, “Splits,” Claire writes, “Boulder was a tonic, a place where your path (in all its 
meanings) could be the most important thing in your life, and you could be surrounded by other 
people on their very special paths.” What do Claire and Bruce discover about their paths when 
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they move their family to Boulder? How do the landscape, the community, and other factors cap-
ture the significant changes that occur during this chapter in their lives? Which locales have had 
the greatest effect on your path?

12.  How does Claire’s sense of self change after her parents’ divorce? Why do you think they re-
mained married for so many years?

13.  What gives Claire the wisdom to make her home on the island where, in 1973, her concept of 
home had been shaken? What makes an island the appropriate setting for the closing passages 
in the book? 

14.  What makes Poser different from other books on yoga you have read? How does it buck the trend 
of self-help guides and memoirs?

 

AbOUT The AUThOR

CLAIRe DeDeReR’s essays, criticism, and reporting have appeared in Vogue, The New York 
Times, Slate, Yoga Journal, Real Simple, and The Nation. She lives on an island near Seattle.
 

PRAISe FOR POSER

“ Let me be honest about something: I love yoga, I live for yoga, and yoga has changed my life forever 
—but it is very difficult to find books about yoga that aren’t incredibly annoying. I’m sorry to say 
it, but yoga sometimes makes people talk like jerks. Thank goodness, then, for Claire Dederer, who 
has written the book we all need: the long-awaited funny, smart, clear-headed, thoughtful, truthful, 
and inspiring yoga memoir. To simplify my praise: I absolutely loved this book.” 

—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love

“ As a yoga-culture skeptic, I began this book with a certain dread of encountering breathless, self-
righteous platitudes about the spiritual healing powers of yoga, but I was immediately charmed 
and disarmed by Dederer’s fiercely intelligent, funny, unsentimental voice. This book contains real, 
hard-won insights; yoga became, for Dederer, a rebellion against goodness, not a path to it. This 
story of her revolt against perfectionism is a joy to behold and a true inspiration.” 

—Kate Christensen, author of The Great Man and The Epicure’s Lament
 
“ Claire Dederer is all these women: a daughter attempting to make sense of an irresistibly nutty di-
vorce; a new mother trying to meet the ridiculously high standards of a peculiarly liberal breed of 
über-moms; a wife struggling to salvage intimacy in a marriage slammed by exhaustion, mortgage 
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payments, and encroaching in-laws; and a lost soul who stumbles into a yoga studio and finds sal-
vation. Above all, Dederer is a brilliant writer whose prose sparkles and cuts deep. Poser is a book 
you will want to immediately share with your friends. It’s hilarious, unflinching, and bursting with 
love.”             —Maria Semple, author of This One Is Mine and producer of Arrested Development

“ This funny, spectacularly well-observed, and moving book does what even yoga can’t: it provides 
solace while making you laugh. I feel three inches taller.” 

—Henry Alford, author of How to Live: A Search for Wisdom from Old People 
(While They Are Still on This Earth)

 
“ Poser made me laugh out loud, and delivered the welcome message that at least one clog-wearing, 
educated, creatively employed, left-leaning, hyperaware mother of two young children has found 
a way to prevent her head from exploding from stress. With humor, big-heartedness, and depth, 
Claire Dederer has beautifully described how she said ‘screw it’ to the perfectionism that is the 
feminist legacy of her generation.”                             —Lisa Jones, author of Broken: A Love Story

 
“ Like many a stiff-jointed U.S. male, I’m not interested in yoga. Yet I devoured Claire Dederer’s 
elegant account of how trikonasana saved her life. Poser is a bracingly honest investigation of fam-
ily and freedom, parenting and perfectionism. It is also funny enough to make most writers swoon 
with envy.” 

—James Marcus, author of Amazonia: Five Years at the Epicenter of the Dot-Com Juggernaut

Reading group guide written by Amy Root / Amy Root’s Wordshop, Inc.
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